
COJIPAllTIVE DYJI.IJIIC PILE TESTIIG II BELGIUII. 

By A. Holeyman•, c. Legrand1 , E. Lousberg3 and A. D'Haenens• 

1. Introduction. 

A pi le loading test allows either to determine the optimal characterist· 
pi les (sections, depth, ultimate and working loads) before inst ~ca 
(design), or to control the bearing capacity after installation. Unti~ lat 
15 years ago, this experimental determination was only reached by a 
static testing. Since then, pile dynamic testing has became more mean, 
popular in the deep foundation community because of the .many advanta::d 
red by its two main fields of application: integrity testing and dynami: of 
testing. However, if considerable progress has been obtained in the theo 
particular in the field of mathematical models, its application in foun~!· 
engi neer i ng has not been solved completely yet and there is still more 
ledge to be gained by experimental tests in particular in the 
"static" resistance and dynamic resistance. 

One of the aims of the full scale tests on the site of Ghent (Belgium) i 
fill in a part of this hiatus, the other aim being a better knowledge of 

1 

behaviour of screwed cast- in-place concrete piles, for which it is neces 
to reconsider the actual design methods which do not seem to consider coa 
tely the real conditions of installation . This research has been reali zed 
th Belgian Building Research Institute (B.B.R.I.) with assist~nce of Bel 
contractors specialized in installations of such piles and with finan 
support of the Belgian Institute for Scientific Research in Industry and 
culture (I .R.S.I.A. - I.W.O.N. L.). 

In order to optimize the experimental possibilities offered by t his resea 
the Belgian Member Society of the I.S . S.M.F.E. has decided to organize a 
posium on Pile Dynamic Testing, related to the tests realized at Ghent, a 
wing the concerned people to receive a quick feedback of the teachings of 
research . Various organisations specialized in this field, coming from Fr 
Germany, Luxemburg and Netherlands, were invited to actively participate 
the tes ts . 

1 Deputy General Manager Research and Geotechnics, S.A. FRANK! N.V., 
Liege, Belgium; Lecturer, University of Brussels, Belgium . 

2 Head of Division Structures, Belgian Building Research Institute 
(B.B.R.I.), Brussels, Belgium. 

3 Professor, Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium . 
4 Head of Division, Bureau Seco, Brussels, Belgium. 
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JI 
testing prograa. 

be tested . 

two classes of cast-in-place screw piles : displacement screw piles 
are . ) ATLAS and FUNDEX piles , and replacement screw piles (e.g., piles bored 

1 con tinuous hollow auger): 

·splacement screw piles (ATLAS, FUNDEX). 
1· Ill 

ent screw piles are installed by screwing a steel tube of which the 
ace:s provided with a stem auger whose diameter is wider than that of the 
• be installation is achieved by means of a torque combined with a static 
T the axis. As soon as the required depth is reached, a reinforcement 

. 
0
\ntroduced in the tube and the tube is fiUed up to the top of the 

1
:ank with concrete of high workability. 

piles, the lower, smaller part of the screw tip remains in 
while the tube and the widest part of the screw tip are extracted by 

' screwing . By withdrawing the tube faster or at the same speed as the 
::ing speed, it is possible to obtain variable thickness of the concrete 
cast around the concrete shaft, depending. of the soil conditions. 

the FUNDEX pile, the screw shoe remains completely in place while the tube 
tracted with an alternatingly upward and downward movement; so one 

05 a pile whose diameter of the toe, which is equal to the wider part of 
,crew, is greater than the one of the shaft whose lateral surface is 
r regular. 

screw piles. 

piles are driven into the ground by screwing down to the required depth, 
fligh.t auger with a hollow shaft provided with a loose cap. The 
achieved by means of a torque combined with a static load on the 
screwing, a part of the soil is transported in upward direction 

forms a cone at ground level around the continuous flight auger. Then 
te with a suitable composition and workability is pumped under high 

via the hollow shaft of the auger. 

the concrete pressure at the bottom of the auger which has to 
of the ground. One can make it easier by means of a light 

top of the auger, without rotation. After extraction of the 
cage can be introduced ill the fresh concrete by means 

each of type previously described, were installed ill a rather 
Five concrete precast piles without enlarged base were also 

have a good reference. 
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Thus, a total of 20 test piles were installed as shown on Fig.1, fol 
raster of 5 by 5 m. For each type, the order of execution has been 10111 
in order to obtain test conditions as similar as possible . The top lde, 
pile has been formed to fit the type of test to be carried out on it: Of 
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FIGURE 1. - LOCATION OF THE DIFFERENT PILES 
AND SITE INVESTIGATIONS. 

0 
D 

Cast in situ piles: 
(FUNDEX, CONTINUOUS AUGER, ATLAS) 
Precast concrete pile 

y CPT-test with S-M4 cone 
'il CPT- test with S-E cone 
® Boring +undisturbed samples+ SPT-tests 
O Pressuremeter test . 

- a first pile was. 
. d inat, 
1n or . er to allow the 

d
compt~ny to adfost it, 
uc 1On procedure ( 

Piles 20 to 23) • lo, 

-a second Pile 
11 a, to 

tested for integri t 
d, Piles 16 to 19). y 

-a third pile was for 
support a dyna.aic 111tt 

. 0 
test following t he 
d h'h ' Pr ure . 11 1c 1s describ,4 
section 3 . 2 (Row c, p 
12 to 15). 

-the last two Piles 
formed in order to be 
t ed statically up to 
ultimate load, which ia 
load to apply in order 
obtain a 
toe of at 
diameter or 
toe (Rows a and 
and 5 to 11 ) . 

The static loading tests were executed on piles other than those 
dynamically, i n or der to avoid one type of test to influence the 
an other one . A rather homogeneous sub-soil condition was proved 
executed at the place of each future pile. This allows to consider the res 
as representative for all the site. 

The reaction points needed for the execution of the static loading tests 
obtained f or each pile to be tested by means of two cast-i n-place driven pi 
(FRANKI); these piles were driven before execution of the screw piles, at 
distance of 2.5 m from each side of the screw piles (Fig.1 , Piles A to L) . 
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investigations. 

st site was choosen after a preliminary documentary study (geological 
tetechnical maps, CPT-tests previously executed in the neighbourhood). 

geO 

1 d site investigation performed comprised: 
4etai e 

1 (19 with a cone type S-M4, 7 with a cone type S-E) : 3 preliminary 
c:o confirm the choice, 12 tests at the place of the future piles to be 

ti statically or dynamically and 8 tests performed later, just near some 
ced d . 1 execute pl es in order to verify how their execution can modify the 
adYbaracteristics and finally 3 complementary tests with a continuous 

l C , , 
tion of local friction and pore pressure . 

,tra 
qc ,p1 , E (KPa) 

30
0 20 40 

S~T ,ndc-. , ,., 
60 

FIGURE 2. - TYPICAL RESULTS 

OF SITE INVESTIGATION. 

t. Preliainary design of the piles . 

-1 boring with undisturbed samples 
taken from various depth for com-
plementary laboratoy t est and 
execution of SPT-tests at 
levels compatible with the 
mentionned samplings. 

with 
some 

above-

-1 boring wi th execution of stan
dard pressuremeter tests every 
meter . 

-4 static loading test (until 400 
kN) by means of a large plate of ¢ 
3.20m (maximum pressure of about 
0.05 MPa). 

Fig.2 gives the results of tipi
cal investigations obtained on 
site: one CPT-test, the pressureme
ter tests, the values of SPT-tests . 

different pile-companies determined, prior to the installation of the 
hs, the dimensions and the ultimate l oad of their piles; this design was 
ed on each CPT- test performed at the place of each of the test piles to be 
talled. Three design criteria were imposed: 

·the toe was to be situated between 12 and 15 m beneath the ground level; 

·the ultimate load at the pile toe, Qp ,calculated with qc from the 
CPT-test had to be constant at about 2 m beneath the toe level; 

·the mean constraint in the concrete of the shaft had to lay between 15 
and 20 MPa under a maximum load of 2 MN . 
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The so determined characteristics are given in Table 1 where 
the limit load given for a measured movement of 2.5 % of the 
of the pile. 

TABLE 1: FORESEEN CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE TESTS PILES 
AND MEASURED LIMIT LOAD IN MN 

PILE SECTION (m) PILE LENGTH FORESEEN LIMIT LOADS 
TYPE - or side ff' (11) Qp Qs Q1 p 

PRECAST square shaft 7 13.90 1.087 0.890 1.977 NA 
0.32*0.32 11 13.30 1.053 0.959 2.012 2,800 

toe: id. 15 13.40 1.103 0.896 1.999 
ATLAS shaft :min:0.36 6 12.50 1.223 0.653 1.881 2.012 

max:0.46 10 12.50 1.141 0.784 1. 925 2.022 
toe: 0.46 14 13.00 1.223 0.733 1. 956 

CONT. shaft p.45 5 14.50 1.242 0 .247 1.489 1.120 
AUGER toe: 0. 45 9 14.50 1.153 0. 303 1.455 l.620 

13 14.50 1.285 0.333 1.617 
FUNDEX shaft: 0.38 3 13.00 1.638 0.400 2.038 2.040 

toe: 0.45 8 13.00 1. 527 0.412 1. 939 1.860 
12 13.00 1.694 0.364 2.058 

(*) See section 3.4. 

2.5. Organisation of the research. 

The research has been realized in 1987 in the following order: 

- s i te investigation (March), 
- driving of the 12 tension FRANK! piles (6tb-10th of April ), 
- screwing of the 5 FUNDEX test piles (23tb of April), 
- screwing of the 5 ATLAS test piles (24 th of Aprill, 
- boring of the 5 continuous auger piles by SOCOFONDA (8th of May), 
- driving of the 5 precast concrete piles by DE WAAL (151 b of May), 
- integrity testing campaign by organisations coming from different Euro-
pean countries (25t b of May; participants: BBRI (Bl, CEBTP (Fl, FRAHll 
(Bl, FUGRO (NL), MAGNEL (Bl, TNO (NL)), 
- 4 dynamic loading tests by different organisations on May 26th and 2711 

(see section 3.1), 
- 8 static loading tests and compl ementary site investigations (26th of 
Juni until 181 h of July), 
- complete extraction of 3 piles (Pile 12 FUNDEX, Pile 13 SOCOFONDA, Pilt 
19 DE WAAL ) and partial extraction of ATLAS Piles 14 and 18 ) from the 5n 
to the 9th of October). 
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tests . 

loading tests were executed following a procedure allowing to 
tatiC 

' separate measure of shaft and toe resistances. The pile was stati-
P a ded by successive steps of constant load up to the ultimate load. 

10a 
b 

1oad step of about 15%, 30% and 70% of the estimated ultimate load, 
eac was completely unloaded. 

pile 

·ves the load-movement curves for all of the tested piles (except Pile 
• gl ' ·cb the results are not available). The load-movement curves were ,c::~ for the influence of movements caused by the respective unloading 

l 
ading steps. re o 

APPLIED LOAD (kN) 
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FIGURE 3. - RESULTS OF THE STATIC LOADING TESTS. 

duration of the loading steps has always been equal to 60 minutes, 
the two first steps of each test where one choose 30 minutes, and 

t step where the dura tion was determined by the time after which it 

except 
fer the 

wasn' t 

more possible to maintain the load more or less constant . In ever y case 
aovement used for the diagrams and in the following discussion is the 

hlement extrapolated to 60 minutes. 

Belgi an symposiU111 on pile dynamic testing. 

1. Case studies 

order to give a very concrete impetus to the Be lgian Symposiu~ on Pile 
amic Tes ting, the Organizing Committee has taken the cha l l enge t o focus on~ 
1 day of t he Symposium on case studies offer ed by the B. B.R. 1. s i te . 
e Study I was dedicated to integrity tests . 
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Case Study II was dedicated to the challenge of a Class-A prediction. 
loading tests were executed on 4 different pile types (May 26th to 

27
;h 

results of measurements were collected on site and a final report l 
made available 4 weeks after testing (22nd of June 87), i.e., before wa, 
tic loading test had begun. any 

The organizations who took part in the exercise were : BALKEN P!LtNc 
(S), C.E.B.T. P. (F), FRANKi s.a. (B), L.C.P .C. (F) and T.N. O. (NL) 
pendent "Evaluation Committee" was appointed in order to collect· r An 
prepare a synthesis of these, including the results of the static 10: :~rt, 
made available in September 1987. The reports submitted to the E l ng 
Committee have been published in extenso in the Proceedings of the Svaiu 
The salient features of this exercise are summarized in the follow~:: 0• 

graphs. 

3.2 . Loading Procedure 

The 3 cast-in-si tu piles were provided with a quick setting concrete 
All participants fixed their instrumentation on this well defined c / 
(diameter = 0.4 m, h = 1.5 m) . The prefab pile had a stick-up of 1.

4 
Yi 

required no speci al preparation. The loading system supplied by FRANK!' 
isted of a guiding tube, centered on the pile head with the help of a c 
and held in place by 8 big bolts . The 40 kN hammer was designed to:~ 
freely in the guiding tube and hit a cushion on the pile head . The cus 
was designed to allow a high energy level to be delivered to the pile Wit 
damaging it. The maximum drop height allowed by this system was 2.0 m. 

The piles that ~ere dynamically tested (Row c, Fig.1) were loacated s or 10 
away from the piles which were l ater statically tested (Rows a and b): 

Pile 12 Fundex pile, 
Pile 13 
Pile 14 
Pile 15 

Continuous auger pile installed by Socofonda, 
Atlas pile, 
Pre.fab pile installed by De llaal. 

The complete testing of each pile took half a day,, to allow for coordinati11 
during testing and for shifting the instrumentation. The loading proced11tt 
which was followed for each of the 4 piles was: 

- drop the hammer from O. 2 m a couple of times to allow every participall 
to check his instrumentation, 

- deliver a series of blows of increasing energy, the step increment of 
the drop height being 0.2 m and the maximum drop height being typicallJ 
1.2 to 1.6 m, 

- when the agreed allowable stress on the concrete was reached, t~ 

del i ver a series of blows of decreasing energy. 

Some blows were repeated to make sure that all participants had their OIi 

valid record of the same event. 
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inforaation 

end of each day, the evaluation committee collected copies of the 
• signals. It was asked that the final report should include a des
ed of the interpretation meth_od and a s ummary of the results of t he 

tont each pile . Particulary re l evant information invited was : the bear i ng 
fO with its definition (criterion) , the toe resistance and the shaft 
tY distribution and preferably, a prediction of the load-movement 

t•pce ... 
orts f rom CEBTP , FRANK! and TNO reached the Evaluation Committee on 

rePate reports were however encouraged after providing the part i cipants 
• ~ditional information concerning the length of the piles: BALKEN turned 
~ report in late August, and LCPC theirs in late September 87. 

e1r 

. e of the differences between the models used by the various partici-
1t ome similar items were supplied; the "resistances" along the shaft and 

1' :oe were provided by FRANK! , TNO, BALKEN an LCPC; the prediction of the 
:ovement curves was provided by CEBTP, FRANK! and BALKEN . 

coaparison of predictions with s t atic loading tests 

. dicated in section 2.2., the many CPT-tests carri ed out at the l ocation 
1P . . 

each tested pile confirmed that the ground condit i ons prevailing for the 
icallY loaded piles were virtually identical to those prevailing for the 

ticallY l oaded piles. 

ause it i s not always clear from the specialists reports whether the 
sistances" are to be understood as mobilized or ultimate, or to which sett
nt they correspond, the best pi cture that can be given to compare the 

dictions i s the load-movement diagr am or data derived therefrom. 

1 is why the predicted load-movement diagrams are compared in Fig. 4 (pre
t pile), in Fig. 5 (ATLAS pile), in Fig. 6 (continuous auger pile) and in 
• 1 (FUNDEX pile) • 

these diagrams, the limit load Qi is defined (recommandations of CNP 5, 
4) as the load corresponding to the movement, S i , given by: 

Si = 0.025 b + M Q i (1) 

the base diameter and M the compliance of the pile . 

le 2 compares the essential design features of the piles: the limit l oad, 
, and the movements under a load of 1 MN and under 0. 5 Qi (factor of safety 
2) and includes for each pile the numerical equivalent of eq. (1). 
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TABLE 2: DESIGN FEATURES OF THE PILES . 
Q, Q1 in MN, s, SI in mm 

PILE TYPE DESIGN DATA PREDICTIONS STATIC LOADING 'rt 
piles from Row c (*) Piles from· ( 8?1 

CEBTP FRANK! BALKEN Row a 
. •) 

Rolf b 

PRECAST Q1 ~2.80 2.06 H.64 2. 80 N. A. 
SI = s (Q 1) 2.2 3.4 4.0 3.0 

9.0+2.5 Q1 s (Q 1.38) 3.4 6. 0 6.8 4.3 
ATLAS Q1 2.20 ~2 . 60 ~1.24 2.22 2. 12 
s1 = s (Q 1) 4.0 2. 8 5.6 4.0 4.o 
10.0+2 . 8 Q1 s (Q 1.09) 4. 2 3.0 6.2 5.8 5. 8 
CONT . AUGER Q1 1.26 1.66 ~0.87 1.62 1. 72 
SI = s (Q 1) 8.0 5.2 ? 5.2 4. 6 
11.3+2.0 Q1 s (Q 0. 84) 6. 0 3.8 5.2 3.8 3. 4 
FUNDEX Q1 1. 90 2.60 ~1.81 1.86 2.04 
SI = s (Q 1) 3. 4 2.8 4.4 2.8 2.8 
11.J+l. 9 Q1 
(*) see location in Fig.1. 

Fig . 8 shows the predicted movements, Sp, versus the measured movements 
under the reference loads (1 MN and 0. 5 Q1) . This figure includes the r; 
available from the reports of CEBTP, FRANK! and BALKEN. 
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FIGURE 8 - PREDICTED VERSUS MEASURED MOVEMENT 
UNDER WORKING LOAD 
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the predicted limit loads, Qi,, versus the one resulting from the 
1b0•'Qi•· This figure inciudes the results available from the reports 
1ts, I 

d FRANK • p all 

Q. 

--' 
0 

~-
0 
--' ... 
i 
::; 
0 w 
t 
0 
w cc 
Q. 

I, 

• CEBTP 
e FRANKi 

.I, 

MEASURED LIMIT LOAD QL !MN) 

FIGURE 9 · PREDICTED VERSUS MEASURED LIMIT LOAD 

conclusions 

predicted movements under working load (Fig.8) are in rather good agree
with the measured ones, bearing in mind the usually high degree of uncer

ty of this type of prediction. The predictions tend to be on the safe 
, the average prediction, s•• ,, being 15 % overestimated: 

s••, = 1.15 Sm 

spread of the predictions can be contained within 2 lines going through 
origi n of the graph, defined by the equation : 

Sp = s••, (1 ± 0.4) 

predicted limit loads Q1, (cf. Fig.9) are also in rather good agreement 
the measured, Q1m, the average predictions being equal to the measure

s. The spread of the few predictions available can a l so be contained by 
lines going through the or igin of the graph, defined by : 

Qtp = Q1m (1 ± 0 .3 ) 
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4. Geoeral cooclusioas. 

The Belgian Symposium on Pile Dynamic Testing has offered 
t o assess the reliability of Class-A predictions, thanks 
program with its four different types of piles . 

The pr edi ctions given by those who felt t hey could indicate that d 
ding tests lead to a fair assessment of the bearing features of PiYlna,1, 

es: 

- the movements under t he working load were 15 % 
with a relative dispersion of 40 %, 

- the l imit load was correctly est i mated in average, 
dispersion of 30 %. 

5. Suuary. 

In order to ascer tain the validity of predictions of the bearing c 
· · · h l · G h · 1 · apic pi les from_dyDami~ testing, t_e Be gian eotec nica Society has oroani 

workshop with various professional and research organizations knowled e 
this field. Four piles types were dynamically tested : a prefab Pileo 
tinuous auger cas t pile, an Atlas pile and a Fundex pile. Five ~e: 
teams recorded the same blows and presented to an independent Evaluation 
mittee t heir predictions of the bearing features of these four pi les 
four weeks. Then only were two other piles of each type statically 'te 
Because of the good homogeneity of the sub-soil, the ground conditions pr 
ling for the two kinds of tests are virtual l y ident i cal , allowing a compa 
of the pr edict ion and the measured load-movemen t curves. Conclusions are 
on the rel i abili ty of such predictions. 
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